National University of Public Service (NUPS) started its operation on the 1st
January 2012 as the key educational institute and think-tank of the Hungarian
public service. The University preserves and continues significant traditions. The
legal predecessors of the University – the founders of the historic traditions of
training public service professionals – were the Zrínyi Miklós National Defence
University, the Police College and the Faculty of Public Administration at Corvinus
University of Budapest.
NUPS has five faculties: the Faculty of Military Science and Officer Training, the
Faculty of Law Enforcement, the Faculty of Public Administration, the Faculty
of International and European Studies and the Faculty of Water Sciences.
The renewed training portfolio of our University reflects the contemporary
challenges of social, economic, and security issues affecting the public sector.
The educational and research performance of NUPS has made an important
contribution to the modernisation of public service and throughout to the
introduced a new comprehensive and career-based training system of public
servants that is a way towards one of the most professional knowledge-transfer
among European public services. Our commitment to research excellence is an
investment in the future of our region. NUPS is a leading knowledge source in
the fields of public policy, diplomacy, security and the military, law enforcement
and water management A comprehensive approach towards each of these
disciplines enables us to explore the latest advancements in public service
science.
The newly constructed Ludovika Campus and the renewed Orczy Park were
ceremoniously opened on 4th April 2018. 26 hectares of green area provides
open spaces for walking, running, training or relaxing, and not only for students,
but for general public, too. The renovated historical facilities, and the new
Educational Centre, are waiting to be used by students with patriotic spirit, in a
modern campus highly equipped with training buildings, dormitories, shooting
range, sports hall, swimming pool and outdoor sport grounds. Our main wish
is that you enjoy your time at the National University of Public Service and in
Budapest or in our regional Campuses.
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hungary
Explore it!

Countryside

Hungaricum
Hungaricums are those noteworthy assets from Hungary
which characterise Hungarians by their uniqueness,
specialty and quality and represent peaks in the
nation’s performance. Hungary has numerous peculiar
Hungaricums, such as the Busó Festival in Mohács,
falconry, horse archery, soda-water, porcelain of Herend,
folk-art embroidery of Matyó or Kalocsa.

Rich traditions
and unique culture
Hungary’s 1100 year old history is famous for its rich
traditions and unique culture. Having experienced various
challenges throughout history, especially in the last century –
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the Revolution of 1956, the
socialist regime lasting 40 years and the regime change in
1989 – the nation joined the European Union on the 1st of May
2004 and has become an indispensable part of European
integration.
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Gastronomy
and Viniculture

Several places in Hungary belong to the World Heritage
including the Tokaj Wine Region, the Buda Castle, the
Hortobágy National Park, the Early Christian Necropolis
of Pécs and the Benedictine Abbey of Pannonhalma. In
addition, the country is extremely rich in thermal water.
The most popular spa is Hévíz; which is the largest medical
thermal lake in the world. For those seeking a little more
adventure, Lake Balaton offers various recreational
activities while Aggtelek stalactite cave – the second largest
in Europe – is a must see.

Hungarian cuisine is extremely popular among visitors: in
addition to the world famous goulash, Hungarian products
include goose liver, sausage of Csaba, Pick salami and sheep
stew of Karcag which are consumed with fine drinks like
Tokaji Aszú wine and various types of pálinka. Budapest is
a proud host of several wine and gastronomy festivals and
gives home to so-called ‘ruin pubs’ located in its districts
and providing visitors with a distinctive atmosphere.
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Did you know?

famous hungarians
Ernoóó
Rubik

Judit
Polgár

was the one who came up
with the idea of the world’s
best-known toy or puzzle
– the Magic Cube.

Albert
SzentGyörgyi

János
Neumann
was
a
Hungarianborn American applied
mathematician
and
polymath. He was a
founding
father
of
computer science.

was the first to discover
vitamin C, after extracting
it from paprika, the
zesty yellow peppers of
Hungary.

Ferenc
Liszt
the
wild-haired
19th
century composer and
pianist is one of the
greatest icons in the canon
of classical music and
has established a music
academy in Budapest.
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Ferenc
Puskás
was the captain of the
formidable
Hungarian
soccer team of the 1950s
and one of the brightest
lights to grace a soccer field.

can rightfully claim to be
the greatest female chess
player who ever lived. She
achieved the status of
grandmaster already at the
age of 15.

László
József
Bíró

Robert
Capa
was the top 20th century
combat
photographer
who covered five different
wars and co-founded the
Magnum Photos with Henri
Cartier-Bresson.

invented the ballpoint pen,
the most popular tool for
everyday writing.

Zoltán
Kodály
collected a huge number
of folk songs for posterity.
He was also the inventor of
a unique and radically new
way of teaching music to
students.

Joseph
Pulitzer
was
a
HungarianAmerican publisher and
the originator of the Pulitzer
Prize by leaving some of his
fortune in his will to launch a
school on journalism and to
establish an award.

Ignác
György Semmelweis
Oláh
is a Hungarian chemist. His
research focuses on the
generation and reactivity
of carbocations via superacids. For his research, Oláh
was awarded with the Nobel
Prize in chemistry in 1994.

was a Hungarian physician
of German origin, now
known as an early pioneer
of antiseptic procedures,
and has been described as
the “saviour of mothers”.
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Full of
secrects to uncover

Heart of CentralDanube Region

Budapest is a city of surprises and wonders. On the one hand,
it has a lively centre, pretty parks, majestic river, tall church
spires, and lavish spas which are most popular among
international tourists. On the other hand, it is full of secrets to
uncover, hidden spots to explore and old favourites to revisit.

The capital of Hungary is situated on both sides of the
River Danube, which is the second longest river in Europe.
Budapest has 1.6 million inhabitants and gives home to most
of the Hungarian administrative, business, and economic
activities.

Origin
of name

Where being bored
is not an option

Buda was the name of a king living at this side of the river,
while Pest (meaning ‘cave’ in ancient Hungarian language)
got its name from the large cave chapel carved into the rock
of the Gellért Hill.

The International Wine Festival, the Buda Castle Beer Festival,
the Budapest Summer Festival, the Budapest Pálinka Festival,
Sziget Festival, Formula 1, and one of the largest Christmas
Markets in Europe are just a few of the best Budapest events.
No matter when you visit the Hungarian capital, there’s
always entertainment and fun to explore.

higher education in Hungary
modern, interdisciplinary, multi-cycle education
Hungary signed the Bologna Declaration in
1999 transforming the higher education system
into a multi-cycle degree structure. The first
cycle offers a Bachelor degree which enables
graduates to enter public service right away or to
deepen their knowledge in a second cycle.

The second cycle offers a Master degree which enables
students to gain expertise on a specific field of their
profession. The third cycle in PhD studies which is a
relevant step on the academic career path. In addition,
special types of non-degree postgraduate programmes
are offered that provide specific higher professional
qualifications.

DEGREE STRUCTURE
EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION AREA

THIRD
CYCLE

City of potentials

Budapest
10 | National University of Public Service

DOCTORAL DEGREE
min. 4 years

SECOND
CYCLE

MASTER’S DEGREE
90 to 120 ECTS

FIRST
CYCLE

BARCHELOR’S DEGREE
180 to 240 ECTS

SECONDARY EDUCATION
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VISION - Mission - Strategy
“University of cooperation” - a model of cooperation
among social needs, national strategical governmental
objectives, and higher educational autonomy

Vision
National University of Public Service defines itself as
the “University of cooperation” - an effective model of
cooperation among social needs, national strategical
governmental objectives, and higher educational
autonomy.
The vision of NUPS is to become
• the best and most attractive university in Hungary;
• a research and education basis of the Hungarian
public service development and public service
career development;
• a patron of Hungarian taught higher education
programmes cross border;
• an active member of international research and
educational networks in alliance with the leading
universities of Europe and the world.
Mission
The mission of NUPS, in the intersection of profession
and science, is to serve as an effective educational and
academic base for state-building and public service
development. Through its educational and further
training programmes NUPS supports the development of
highly trained and efficient personnel in the field of public
administration, law enforcement, defence and other
areas of public service.
NUPS defines its mission at national, regional, European
and global levels. The national dimension of NUPS’s
mission is to strengthen the Hungarian state and develop
its organization by research and education in the public
service sector. At a regional level NUPS focuses on
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two dimensions: to build strategic partnerships and
networks with cross-border Hungarian higher education
and institutions and to strengthen scientific dimensions
of Central European political and economic integrations
in the public service sector of higher education. On a
European level top priorities are the enhancement of
student and teaching mobility the strengthening of interinstitutional relations through joint research. Regarding
the global level, NUPS has to determine its international
strategy based on the solid foundations of its national
and European cultural identity.
Strategy
At the heart of the strategy of NUPS is the intention to
build good governance and committed officials, and to
enable the state to respond to 21st century challenges
with the means of science and education.
In order to fulfil its mission, NUPS strives to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

become a higher education institution of public
governance and state;
engage in effective cooperation;
be successful in public service development 2020;
provide outstanding education and continuing
education;
conduct successful research;
provide international quality with state-of-the-art
infrastructure and services;
maintain sound institutional functioning embedded
in a culture of quality and excellence.
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institutional milestones
Predecessors of the University, respectful professional heritage.

1808

The Royal Hungarian Ludovika Academy was enacted as
the first Hungarian
military higher edueduca- institution.
cational
tional institution.

1955

The Zrínyi Miklós
Military Academy
was established
following the traditions of the former
Ludovika Academy.
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1971

The Police College
was established and
has been playing the
dominant role in law
enforcement education in Hungary ever
since.

1977

The College of Public
Administration was
established enabling
the education
of professional
civil servants for
all levels of state
administration.

1996

The military
higher educational
institutions were
separated from the
organisation of the
Hungarian Defence
Forces, and the
Zrínyi Miklós National Defence University was formed.

2004

The College of Public
Administration was
integrated into the
Corvinus University
of Budapest and
became the Faculty
of Political Sciences
and Public Administration.

2012

The National
University of Public
Service started its
operation as the
legal successor of
the Zrínyi Miklós
National Defence
University, the Police
College and the
Faculty of Political
Sciences and Public
Administration at
the Corvinus University of Budapest.

2014

The Ludovika
building, home to
the Hungarian Royal
Military Academy
in the 19th century,
was renovated and
inaugurated as
the main building
of NUPS’ central
campus.

2015

The Institute for
Research and Development on State
and Governance
and the Faculty of
International and
European Studies
were established.

2016

Redesign of the
Public Administration Faculty,
renaming it to
Faculty of Political
Sciences and Public Administration.

2017

The Faculty of Water Sciences was
created in Baja, by
the two merging
institutes of the
Eötvös József College, the Institute
of Water Supply
and Environmental Engineering
and the Institute
for Hydraulic Engineering and Water
Management
joining NUPS.
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The Faculty aims at educating professional civil servants
for all levels of state administration since 1977. The
students acquire general knowledge and skills while
learning the basics of political and legal sciences
including the methods of legislation and law application
both at a national and international level. Students
graduating from the Faculty have had a notable career
trajectory and have become key decision makers in the
public sphere or have had a successful career in the
private sector.
Degree programmes in Hungarian
Bachelor’s level (6-semester-long programme):
• BA in Public Administration Management with the
following specialisations:
-- General Administration;
-- International Public Administration
Master’s level (4-semester-long programme):
• MA in Public Administration with the following
specialisations:
-- Administrative Sciences
-- Public Management
-- European and International Administration

PhD level education in Public Administration is
available exclusively at NUPS in Hungary.
Institutes at the Faculty
• Institute of Civilistics
• Institute of Constitutional Law
• Institute of E-Government
• Institute of European Constitutional and Legal
History
• Institute of Human Resources
• Institute of Hungarian Constitutional and Legal
History
• Institute of Public Finance and Financial Law
• Institute of Public Management and Administration
• Institute of State Governance and Public Policy
• Institute of State Theory and Governance
• Lajos Lőrincz Institute of Administrative Law
Research institutes at the Faculty
• Local Goverments’ Reseach Institute
• Research Institute of Public Finance
• Tamás Molnár Research Institute
Centre at the Faculty
Centre for Executive Training and Continuing Education
There are several courses taught in English, German
and French for exchange students. Special language
labs, a well-equipped library, sport facilities are all at the
disposal of students and lecturers.

Faculty of Science
of Public Governance
and Administration
‘For the Public Good’

1200

full time students
16 | National University of Public Service

140

lecturers

1977
foundation
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Since its establishment NUPS has become the centre of
unified public service training and education in Hungary.
As an integral part of this process, the university has
become a major pool of trainings, researches and
experts engaged in international studies connected
to all of the professional fields of public service. The
result of this deliberate and organic development is
the establishment of the Faculty of International and
European Studies in 2015.

Departments at the Faculty
• Department of International Law
• Department of International Relations and
Diplomacy
• Department of European Public and Private Law
• Department of European Studies
• Department of International Security Studies
• Department of International Economics and Public
Policy

The primary goal of the programmes and further
trainings offered by the Faculty is to prepare future
graduates and professionals to serve in key positions
connected to international relations in public service
either in Hungary or in diplomatic missions, in the
institutions of the EU or at international organizations.
The Faculty intends to be a major professional
contributor to the renewal of the training of diplomats
in Hungary serving the new priorities of the country’s
foreign policy.

Degree programmes in Hungarian
Bachelor’s level (6-semester-long programme):
• BA in International Security and Defence Policy
• BA in International Administration

Programmes and courses are offered both in Hungarian
and in English with a possibility to learn several other
languages. The Faculty has got a wide range of partner
institutions from the US to China offering a solid base
for foreign scholarships and study trips supporting the
studies. NUPS, in cooperation with its strategic partners,
is actively engaged in the development of international
MA degree programmes while in the medium term the
Faculty is going to build up its capacities necessary for
establishing a doctoral school.

Master’s level (4-semester-long programme):
• MA in International Security and Defence Policy
• MA in International Public Service Relations with
four specializations:
-- International public administration studies;
-- Security studies;
-- Policing studies;
-- European studies
Degree programmes in English
• MA in International Public Service Relations
Centres at the Faculty
• Centre for Foreign Languages
• American Studies & Research Center
• Research Centre for Chinese Public
Administration, Society and Economics

FACULTY OF INTERNATIONAL
AND EUROPEAN STUDIES
‘Open Eyes to the World’

300

full time students
18 | National University of Public Service

40

lecturers

2015
foundation
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The Faculty aims at educating professional military
officers in the fields of infantry, armour, artillery,
reconnaissance, maintenance, military engineering,
signal, logistics and air defence. Our University is the only
one entitled to provide BSc and MSc in military sciences
and educate military officers in Hungary. Owing to the
special nature of these professions, education is tailored
according to the needs of the Ministry of Defence and
the Hungarian Defence Forces. However, NUPS strives
to improve the quality of training according to common
European standards of military education. All students
graduating from the Faculty have a guaranteed job.
Many of them have an international career at notable
international organisations.
Degree programmes in Hungarian
Bachelor’s level (8-semester-long programme):
• BSc in Military Leadership
• BSc in Military Logistics
• BSc in Military Maintenance
Master’s level (2-semester-long programme):
• MSc in Logistics in Military Operations
• MSc in Military Maintenance
• MSc in Military Leadership

PhD level education is also available at the Faculty in
two fields:
• Military Sciences
• Military Engineering
Institutes at the Faculty
• Institute of Military Leadership Training
• Institute of Military Logistics
• Institute of Military Maintenance
• Institute of Military Aviation
Centres at the Faculty
• Foreign Language Examination Centre
• Foreign Language Training Centre
• Military Examination Centre
• Military General Staff Training Centre
• Military Training and Development Centre
•
There are several courses taught in English for
exchange students. The Campus includes language
labs, a library with more than 500 thousand books, and
it also offers a wide range of sport facilities, a restaurant,
and a buffet. The Department of Air Force of the Faculty
is located in Szolnok.

Faculty of
Military Sciences
and Officer Training
‘For the Country Until Death’

400

full time students
20 | National University of Public Service

270

lecturers

1808
foundation
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The Faculty aims at educating highly skilled and
qualified police officers and has emerged as the
sole law enforcement school in Hungary since 1971.
Students of the Faculty study at Bachelor’s and Master’s
level. The Faculty participates in the development of
international training programmes and strives to
enhance international cooperation in policing education.
All students graduating from the Faculty start a lawenforcement career.
Degree programmes in Hungarian
Bachelor’s level (6-semester-long programme):
• BA in Criminal Administration with the following
specialisations:
-- Criminal Investigation
-- Economic Crime Investigation
-- Criminal Intelligence
-- Financial Investigation
•

BA in Law Enforcement Administration with the
following specialisations:
-- Corrections
-- Border Policing
-- Administrative Policing
-- Migration
-- Traffic Policing
-- Public Order
-- Customs and Excise Administration
-- Private Security
--

Master’s level (2-semester-long programme):
• MA in Law Enforcement Management with the
following specialisations:
-- Law Enforcement Theory
-- Law Enforcement Manager
-- Police Support Units
-- Analysis and Assessment
-- Prevention of Organised Crime
The Doctoral School of Law Enforcement was
established in 2016.
Institutes at the Faculty
• Institute of Criminal Sciences
• Institute of Law Enforcement Training and
Education
• Institute of Behavioural Sciences and Law
Enforcement
• Institute of Criminalistics
Centre at the Faculty:
• Foreign and Technical Languages Centre
•
Departments not related to the institutes:
• There are 9 independent departments at the
Faculty.

Faculty of
Law Enforcement
‘Liberty Under Law’

700

full time students
22 | National University of Public Service

140

lecturers

1971
foundation
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The Faculty aims at educating water management and
environmental engineering professionals by providing
quality, practice-oriented training and thus enabling
them to find employment in the water management
sector with ease or to continue their studies in MSc or
PhD programmes.
The Faculty prides itself on the number and quality of
valuable practical opportunities offered for students,
owing to the infrastructure and facilities as well as the
geographical position of the campus. Great significance
is placed on integrating innovative, state-of-the art
technology into the ever developing curriculum.
Significant research expertise has been developed
in Catchment hydrology, Environmental Physics
and Hydraulics, Stochastic Processes, Mathematical
Statistics in addition to Hydrometry and Hydrogeodesy,
Flood hydrology, Sediment monitoring and Hydrodynamic modelling.
The technology of measurements, data collection and
analysis used by the Faculty in hydrometry, hydrogeodesy, open channel hydraulics, habitat reconstruction
planning and sediment research, is internationally
renowned. A new platform for joint research and a
valuable knowledge transfer has been developed as a
result of international cooperation.
Several courses are available in English. Facilities include
specialist laboratories, a water technology plant with a
hydraulics lab, a sediment laboratory; a hydrometry and
a surveying field station. The hall of residence is recently
renovated and provides accessible accommodation on
the Baja campus.

Degree programmes in Hungarian
Bachelor’s level (8-semester-long programme):
• BSc in Civil Engineering – with the following
specializations:
-- Regional Water Management
-- Water Supply and Sewerage
-- Water Damage Control
•

BSc in Environmental Engineering – with the
following specializations:
-- Water management
-- Water and Wastewater Treatment

Institutes at the Faculty:
• Institute of Water Supply and Environmental
Engineering
• Institute for Hydraulic Engineering and Water
Management

Faculty of
Water Sciences

‘With Science for the Hungarian Water Management’

95

full time students
24 | National University of Public Service

31

lecturers

1962
foundation
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doctoral schools
Building international capacities, enhancing
achievements in science and innovation.

Doctoral School of Public Administration Sciences
The Doctoral School of Public Administration Sciences
was established in 2013 and currently it is the only doctoral
school specializing in the field of public administration in
Hungary. The aim of the Doctoral School’s program is
to provide high-quality postgraduate-level education to
professionals (researchers and practitioners) working
in the field of public administration. The Doctoral School
offers training in organised full-time and part-time forms,
funded either by scholarship or individually through a
tuition fee. Besides providing top-quality postgraduate
education to our students, the Doctoral School’s mission
is to establish a national centre of excellence for the
research of public administration that meets the highest
standards of the international scientific community.
The doctoral school’s main areas of research include:
• Public Law and Public Administration
• State and Society
• Public Management
• State and Economics
• Public Administration in International and
European Context
• Human Resources
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Doctoral School of Military Sciences
The Doctoral School of Military Sciences was established
in 1996 and focuses on the questions of military science
regarding the activities within the defence sphere. This
includes a wide spectrum of research fields from military
history through security theories. Although the doctoral
program of the School is primarily based on the MSc
programmes of the National University of Public Service,
the law on higher education enables the admission of
graduates from other universities and with a scientific
background related to military sciences. The Doctoral
School works in close cooperation with the Ministry of
Defence, the Hungarian Defence Forces and with other
organizations (e.g. the Hungarian Association of Military
Science) that participate in research related to military
sciences.
The research areas of the doctoral school are:
• Security Studies
• Sociological Issues of Defence
• General Theory of Military Science
• Theory of Defence Management
• Theory of Military Arts
• Defence Logistics and Defence Economy
• National Security and Law Enforcement
• Defence Informatics and Communication Theory

Doctoral School of Military Engineering
The doctoral school focuses on the fields of research
specifically related to the military application of
engineering. This includes the training and preparation
for scientific research in various related fields ranging
from basic and applied researches and development,
through technology-transfer to technological innovation.
The research areas of the doctoral school are:
• Military Engineering Infrastructures
• Military Technology and Robotics
• Defence Electronics and ICT
• Environmental Security and Disaster Management
• Military Logistics and Defence Economy
• Security Technology
• Defence Management

Doctoral School of Law Enforcement
Established in 2015 the Doctoral School of Law Enforcement
is currently the single doctoral school in Hungary explicitly
focusing on research issues of law enforcement. In addition
to the other faculties, institutes and organisational bodies
of NUPS, the Doctoral School intends to involve scholars
from external partners (international partners, universities
and research institutes) in order to enhance the research
programmes in law enforcement. The Doctoral School
offers several formats of education, hence PhD students
have the choice of full time (scholarship or self-financed)
studies, part-time (self-financed) studies and individual
training (self-financed) or individual preparation..
The research themes of the Doctoral School are:
• General Theory and History of Law Enforcement,
National Security and Law Enforcement;
• Special Law Enforcement Bodies, the EU and
International Aspects of Law Enforcement;
• The Legal, Criminology and Criminalistic and Social
Aspects of Law Enforcement
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Institute for Research
and Development on
State and Governance

Career advancement in public service
The Institute is the exclusive provider of advanced
training and examination system for Hungarian public
administration. Altogether nearly 74,000 civil servants
(are obliged by law to) attend further trainings provided
by NUPS who is in charge of maintaining the quality of
the training portfolio for the whole spectrum of public
administration.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

250 short programmes for public servants
E-learning Education Centre for 74,000 civil
servants
Training of top executives: 6,000 executives (are
obliged by law to) attend leadership development
programmes of NUPS
Special trainings for performance and careeradvancement of public servants
Civil service re-training of senior (retired) military
and police officers to public administration
The newest technology of training methodology
(blended, e-learning)
New training system for municipalities

Postgraduate programmes based on special legal
regulations, provided exclusively by NUPS
• Integrity Advisor of Public Administration
• Electronic Information Security Expert and
Manager in Public Service
• One-stop Shop Client Manager of Public
Administration
• Local Governance Expert
Building partnerships improving quality
NUPS also collaborates with private training corporates
and R&D business actors, as they are important
stakeholders of the knowledge management activity
of NUPS. The university selects, on competitive basis,
the most appropriate programmes from the training
market offer and seeks to develop joint programmes
with non-academic business actors in the field of
human resource management.

Strengthening the position of
the discipline of governance studies and
comparative governance studies.

The Institute coordinates and supports the complex,
transdisciplinary research efforts of the various
faculties, departments and institutions of the University
according to the research strategy of NUPS. Based on
the unity of research and curriculum development,
the research activities are carried out at the various
departments of the faculties.

Each Council has several research teams. The leaders
of the Research Councils are responsible for the quality
of researches and they are nominated by the scientific
director of the Institute. The scientific activity of the
various groups must be approved by the Research
Council of the University. The Council establishes,
oversees and evaluates the research activities of NUPS.

The comprehensive and multidisciplinary researches
are channelled in nine Research Councils:
(1) Sciences of State and Public Administration
(2) Economics
(3) Military Sciences
(4) Science in Law
(5) Technical Science
(6) Law Enforcement
(7) Applied Social Sciences
(8) International Studies
(9) Human Resource
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Institute of
National Security
Without intelligence, high level political
decisions are not able to represent proper
national interest.

Addressing contemporary needs
In the past, intelligence and counter-intelligence
professionals only had the opportunity for practical
training. Today, however, a significant need has emerged
to develop the profession into a science and to establish
a research methodology for the field that complies with
traditional scientific principles. Addressing these needs,
the Institute of National Security offers Bachelor’s and
Master’s level degree programmes to colleagues of
government agencies that are authorized to collect
confidential information.
Career advancement
The degree programmes are mainly available on a parttime schedule since their framework and content is
tailored to the needs of the national defence agencies.
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The degree programmes of the Institute of National
Security deepen and systematize the knowledge of
the colleagues of national defence agencies, that are
authorized to collect confidential information, with the
aim of bringing their career to a higher level.
Restricted access
Due to the unique nature of the profession, the
application procedure is irregular as well. The Bachelor’s
and Master’s level degree programmes are only open
to colleagues of those government agencies that are
authorized to collect confidential information.

Institute of
Disaster Management
Security is unitary, equal and there is no classification.
Training of disaster managers
The mission of the Institute is to educate disaster defence
professionals who are capable of performing tasks at
different disaster management bodies. The brand new
Bachelor’s level programme includes three specialisations
in Disaster Management Operations, Fire Protection
and Rescue Control, and Industrial Safety. Master’s level
education is available in Disaster Management Operations.
Comprehensive knowledge
Successful graduates will have the necessary knowledge
of legislation, standards, principles, procedures, and tools
necessary for disaster and fire protection and industrial
safety management. Most of our students are participating
in part-time training.
Linking theory with practice
The Institute functions under the professional supervision of
the National Directorate General for Disaster Management

and the Ministry of Interior. This enables the Institute to
have the best professional practitioners involved in the
training activity.
Departments at the Institute
• Department of Management Operations
• Department of Fire Protection and
Management
• Department of Industrial Safety

Rescue

Degree programmes in Hungarian
• BA in Disaster Management (6 semesters) with the
following specialisations:
-- Disaster Management Operations
-- Fire Protection and Rescue Control
-- Industrial Safety
• MA in Disaster Management Operations

Degree programmes in Hungarian:
• BA in National Security (6 semesters) with both
military and civilian specialisations
• MA in National Security (4 semesters) with both
military and civilian specialisations
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programmes for
internationals
First class infrastructure and international
quality serve the needs of
international students and executives.

NUPS offers several programmes for international
students and executives including full degree and
exchange programmes, summer schools or tailor-made
trainings.
Full degree students
The doctoral schools of the university accepts
applications to conduct full degree studies in several
research areas.
The Faculty of International and European Studies
welcome students for the 3-semester-long International
Public Service Relations MA degree programme.
Eligible applicants can apply for the Stipendium
Hungarium governmental scholarship programme.
Exchange students
As an EU member state NUPS is actively engaged in the
Erasmus+ programme through which all the faculties
and doctoral schools accept exchange students from all
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around the world. Several students conduct exchange
studies according to bilateral agreements. Besides
its European partners, NUPS has partners in Israel,
Kazakhstan, China, South-Africa, Egypt and Russia with
whom student and staff exchange programmes were
successfully fulfilled recently.
Tailor-made programmes
The short-cycle training programmes are designed for
executives and are offered in several fields connected
to public service.
Global Minority Rights Summer School
NUPS annually organises its successful Global Minority
Rights Summer School together with the Middlesex
University from the UK and the Tom Lantos Institute
from Hungary. Besides involving internationally
recognised experts, more and more students are
interested in participating from all around the world.

FUll Degree and
exchange studies
Excellent learning environment combined
with a diverse student body.

Expertise and experience
NUPS’ programmes provide opportunity to combine
theoretical knowledge with practical experiences.
Diverse student body and international community
Due to the merger of the special fields, NUPS has a
very diverse student body giving opportunity for the
different professions to become acquainted with
each other and cooperate in many fields of life. In this
unique environment international students can gain
unforgettable experiences that are different from what
they can experience at home.
Mastering languages
NUPS contributes to the development of language skills
that are inevitable for the future career of students,
language courses include French, German and even in
Chinese or Russian.
Excellent learning environment
The Ludovika Campus with the recently renovated
Ludovika Academy and its newly built dormitory offers the
perfect environment for your studies, situated in the heart
of Budapest, one of the most vibrant cities in Europe.

Master programmes
International Public Service Relations MA offered
by the Faculty of International and European Studies
prepares students for a diplomatic career in public
service. The programme duration is 3 semesters and
worth 90 ECTS credits.
PhD programmes
NUPS accepts applications to PhD programmes in the
fields of public administration, military sciences and
military engineering. Doctoral schools announce their
research topics in each year during March.
Exchange
Erasmus+ and other exchange students are offered a
wide selection of courses organised in thematic modules.
Current modules include
• Constitutionalism-Democracy-Governance
• Management and ICT in Public Administration
• International Relations Module
• Military Leadership Module
• Logistics and Maintenance Module
• Aviation Module
• Law Enforcement Module
• Complementary Soft Skill Module
Scholarships - Stipendium Hungaricum
There are several scholarship programmes available
for full degree students. EEA citizens are eligible to apply
for state funding whereas the Hungarian government
also regularly announces the Stipendium Hungaricum
scholarship for a wide range applicants globally.
For exchange students, the Erasmus+ is the primary
programme offering scholarships for European, and
since 2015 for non-European students as well. The
CEEPUS programme is available for students coming
from Central and Eastern Europe.
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Tailor-made TraIning for
International Partners
A place to service unique, special training and
development needs of government staff.
Special continuing training programmes
The National University of Public Service functions as
a centre of excellence through its special continuing
training programmes and provides further training for
thousands of public servants each year.

Main features:
• the goal of developing the capacities of civil, military
and law enforcement service staff along with other
smart and cost-effective solutions for executive
development;
• the support of curricula and training activities, with
the possibility of selecting courses according to
personal/institutional preferences;
• a multidisciplinary learning methodology enriched by
case studies, stimulation exercises and working groups.

NUPS is committed to sharing Hungarian experiences
in the further training of public and civil servants.
Therefore, it offers short-cycle training programmes in
various fields, serving government needs on a wide scale.

Short-cycle training programmes
for officials in public administration, security, defence and law enforcement

CHALLENGES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
•
•
•
•
•
•

legal harmonisation, decision-making mechanism,
national interests and lobby
foreign affairs and security policy issues, hot topics of
democracy
financial framework, annual budgeting economy and
economic crisis management trends
protection of the environment, climate and energy
policy
agriculture, regional and funding policy agenda
innovation, transport and digital agenda

MODERN SECURITY CHALLENGES,
CRISIS MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

common EU security and defence policy
international crisis management
international co-operation of disaster management
organizations
regional security challenges
information security, cyber protection

INTERNATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
•
•
•
•
•
•

HR development trends, training, evaluation, promotion
adaptive leadership, management techniques, total
scorecard management
diplomatic relationships, hot foreign policy issues and
trends
e-government, client management development, cyber
protection
budgeting, solutions in times of economic crisis
international protection of human and minority rights

INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
POLICING CO-OPERATION
•
•
•
•
•

high level management of policing and law enforcement
organizations
challenges of international law enforcement co-operation
legal framework of international law enforcement cooperation
crime prevention and law enforcement policy in the EU
international and EU migration policy and integrated
border administration

Short-cycle training programmes are available in a tailor-made selection as well, based on personal/
institutional preferences. The recommended length of a course is two weeks.
All inclusive tuition fee is ~ EUR 1,000 per student
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RESEARCH

„NUPS’ scientific activity shall provide criticism and
forward looking advice to support a responsive,
competitive and efficient State.”
Inter-disciplinary academic framework
The National University of Public Service will be a
university with a special focus on “the science of public
governance and state”, synthetizing theories of political,
legal, social, policy, economic and management research
related to the state and governance. Its scientific activity
shall provide criticism and forward looking advice to
support a responsive, competitive and efficient State.
Institute for Research and Development
on State and Governance
The Institute for Research and Development on
State and Governance coordinates and supports
the comprehensive, multidisciplinary, comparative,
and applied research efforts based on national and
international collaborations which address issues
related to the state and governance. This research
contributes to enhancing the capacities of the state,
increasing government’s efficiency and effectiveness
and reinforcing the values of public service and ethical
leadership.

Overview of research areas
International Affairs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Integration
European Private & Common Law
European Sectoral Policies
Global Finances and Economics
Human Rights and Minority Rights
Migration
Security Policy

Public Administration Sciences
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparative Law
Comparative Public Administration
E-Government
Human Resource Management in Public Sector
Public Law and Finances
Public Policy

Military Sciences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Force Tactics
Critical Infrastructures
Cyber Warfare
Defence Policy
Defence Strategy
Military Technology
Weapon Systems

Law Enforcement and Police Sciences
•
•
•
•
•
•

Border Control
Criminal Policy and Law
Policing and Law Enforcement
Psychology
Special Law Enforcement Bodies
History of Law Enforcement
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CENTRE FOR
STRATEGIC AND
DEFENCE STUDIES

RESEARCH CENTRE
FOR CHINESE PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION,
SOCIETY AND ECONOMICS

‘However beautiful the strategy, you should
occasionally look at the results.’
(Sir Winston Churchill)

为政以德 ，譬如北辰， 居其所而众星共之

Supporting policy making
The Centre for Strategic and Defence Studies was
established in 1992. Its mission is to provide decisionmakers with up-to-date background analysis in the
field of security and defence policy, strategic planning,
and military operations. The Centre also observes and
analyses the relations between the Hungarian Defence
Forces and Hungarian society.
Primary relations with government organs
In addition, the Centre is actively involved in the social
dialogue and discourse about security through media
and education and maintains primary relations with the
Ministry of Defence, the Hungarian Defence Forces, the
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General Staff and military organizations as well, and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Knowledge transfer
The Centre’s primary focus is conducting research and
analysis with regard to security and defence related
issues. However, important fields of its activities are public
outreach and media activities, in other words ‘security
marketing’. Moreover, the Centres’ staff is also involved in
the education at Bachelor’s, Master’s and PhD levels.

‘Those who rule by the virtues, are like the Pole Star,
which stands still in the centre and all the stars of the
sky revolve around it.’ (Confucius)

Addressing special demands
The main goal of the Centre is to equip current and
future public servants with accurate, up-to-date and
practical knowledge of China. The Centre fulfils special
demands through its educational, research, and
government consultative work in the field of modern
sinology.
Addressing special demands
The Centre provides courses on China’s international
relations, economy, public administration and society,
and is as also involved in the education at Bachelor’s
and Master’s levels. It also offers Chinese language
courses that fit into a comprehensive Chinese language

programme. Every academic year 10-18 participants
of the language programme study in China for two
semesters, through various Hungarian and Chinese
government programmes and other scholarship
programmes.
Research
The Centre conducts research focusing on the fields of
international relations, economy, public administration
and society of China. In its research projects, the Centre
lays extra emphasis on delivering applicable results for
the academic community as well as providing people
working in various fields of public service with crucial
information and knowledge.
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Molnár tamás
Research Centre
‘Sapere aude!’ Dare to think!
(Horatius)

Supporting public service training
The aim of the Institute is to foster the publication of
research papers in philosophy, political and social
studies, contributing to the development of public service
training. In fact, through these scientific works, the
Institute intends to support the management of decisionmaking processes as well.
The Institute focuses on two main research fields
thereby having two research groups.
Molnár Tamás Research Group
The primary aim of the Research Group is to process
and publish the intellectual heritage of Tamás Molnár
and the works of other notable modern historians of
ideas. Apart from the publishing activities, researches
are concentrated on the history of ideas and theory of
the State. Talent management plays a central role in this
regard: young scientists conducting researches in the
mentioned subjects are particularly encouraged.
Contemporary Research Group
The focal point of the research is contemporary politics
and policies and the political and social history after
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the political transitions in Hungary. Accordingly, the
Research Group’s goals include the composition of
a Compilation on Political Transition filling a gap in
domestic and international academic life as well.
Enhancing international relations
Future plans of the Institute include the expansion of
talent promotion and the publication of researchers’
articles in Hungarian and English. Furthermore, the
Institute intends to strengthen international relations.

Tamás
Molnár

was a Hungarian conservative
philosopher and university
professor. He lived and
worked in the USA, where
he had a great influence on
modern political mainstream
philosophy through his pioneer
approach.

Local Governments’
Research Centre
An innovative think tank to serve
the realisation of the good-governance and
of sustainable local governments.

Introduction
The center started its activity from February 1,
2016 under the umbrella of the restructured and
transformed Faculty of Political Sciences and Public
Administration. Its structure is under development.
About seventy experts of the local governments are
going to be connected to the research center to create
strategy, prognostics and background studies, to
organize conferences, to establish PhD scholarships
and to cooperate with other institutions and universities.
Creation of the so-called „entrepreneur university”
The centre’s main aim is to provide conditions
and opportunity to the creation of the so-called
„entrepreneur university” and to serve the realisation of
the good-governance, of sustainable local governments,
the development of both organizational and personal
innovative competences of public utilities, to promote
strategic functioning of the local governments by the
realisation the service-oriented public service.
„Think tank” of best practices
For the fulfilment of the above mentioned aims
the research center conducts research based on
governmental priorities, is responsible for the execution

of the project financed applied research activities, takes
part in the development of the different education
programmes of the National University of Public
Service, creates teaching materials and disseminates
its research results in the practice and serves as a
„think tank” of best practices.
Projects
Within the framework of the National Reform
Program of Hungary, NUPS has carried through the
project “Education for local governments situated
in convergence regions”. Within the program, more
than 14,600 civil servants have gained new insights
through the newly developed “Sustainable local
government” e-learning material. A second component
of the program was the developed the Network of Local
Community Development Agencies aiming to offer
support to local governments in strategic planning,
offering better public services and in practicing good
governance. Another part of the program was the
development and implementation of the professional
training “Municipal advisor” which was completed by
257 participants.
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Recent Scientific
Achievements

Potential is not an endpoint but a capacity to grow and learn.

Innovation in E-learning Open Education
Within the organisation of NUPS, the E-learning Centre
is becoming the hub of the Hungarian e-learning
methodological innovations. The Centre incorporates
research and development activities with the aim of
conducting needs assessment, impact analysis, innovative
e-learning methods, and practices. Our aim is to build
education resources for the civil servants using the
new wave of solutions like motivation 3.0, gamification,
datafication, adaptive learning, simulations etc. We hope
to have found the basis of the national e-learning open
education resources initiative.
Deployable Rapid Diagnostic Laboratory

Good State and Governance Index
The general purpose of the Good Governance Research
Centre is to provide a unique measurement framework to
develop the “Good Governance Index” and the measurement
methodology in order to periodically issue the “Good
Governance Report” which publishes the indicators of
government performance and efficiency measurement.
The objective is to build a performance measurement
methodology on the basis of research results, which
evaluates the efficiency of government aiming to achieve
the values of Good Governance. To this end, it undertakes
to set up a continually operating separate measurement
system by creating and developing a specific database in
the following research fields:
• Security and trust in government
• Community well-being
• Economic competitiveness, fiscal stability
• Sustainability
• Democracy
• Rule of Law
• Efficient public administration (as a horizontal field).
On the basis of quantitative variables of the research
fields conclusions can be drawn as regards of the capacity
of government, which also influence the change in the
ability of government. The ability of government involves
the instrumental dimension of policy-making. Unravelling
the abilities requires highly complex and complicated
methodology, however, they become measurable by using
different types of indicators (input, output, impact and
composite and area indicators). From this starting point
the overall logical framework of governance efficiency is to
be established.
Book Series on ‘Comprehensive Public Service’

Students from different areas of public service
including public administration, police, defence, disaster
management, municipalities, or social institutions should
acquire a comprehensive approach and knowledge of
state, governance and public service. That is why NUPS
has developed a brand new comprehensive curriculum
and series of study materials on public service.
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Cyber Defence Research Consortia
In the area of information communication technology
(ICT), NUPS has achieved significant results. In accordance
with Hungary´s cyber security strategy and breakthrough
legislation initiative, we have established the Department
of Information Security. Researchers and educators
come from many different fields including engineering,
law, information systems, and management. One of the
primary goals of this department is to create a broad
research and educational consortium of Hungarian
universities and international institutions in order to
initiate and develop R&D and educational programmes
in cyber security for public service. These programmes
were launched in 2014 and involve hundreds of public
servants and their respective organizations annually.

The project’s aim was to establish a deployable biolaboratory capable of conducting research related to civil
emergency situations and scientific analyses related to
pathogens. The laboratory could be deployed in an area
where quick and efficient analysis and/or transportation
of research samples would otherwise not be manageable.
The system could provide substantial support in the
management of issues related to civilian or animal health
diseases or to diseases occurring after an attack with
biological weapons. The development process started
in 2009 and included the joint work of experts from
NUPS and other companies’ professionals in laboratory
technology, technical modelling and programming.
Hungaricum in Young Researchers Career

Unmanned Aerial System Research
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) can be a low-cost but very
effective tool in the hands of disaster managers. Therefore,
the development of their effective application for different
disasters like nuclear and chemical accidents, floods,
earthquakes and forest fires is in the research phase.
NUPS’ research focuses on the thematic division of the
application: before the onset, as prevention, during the
intervention as quick assessment and decision support,
and after the primary intervention as supporting recovery.
Virtual Teaching Plat form Innovation
NUPS offers training materials based on life events or
governmental client service. The training involves 3D
virtual simulation environment, which connects our
world with virtual reality. Thus, students can test their
communication, problem solving skills, and their knowledge
via the augmented reality platform. This massive online,
game-based education opens the gates for the 21st
century methodological possibilities in both fields of higher
education and governmental client services.

A unique feature of Hungarian universities is that
undergraduate students have the opportunity to be
involved in top-level scientific research. National Scientific
Students’ Associations Conferences (NSAC) are held
biannually since 1951 with the aim of introducing young
talents and their scientific achievements in various fields
and disciplines. The initiative has become a huge scientific
success in Hungary. The 31st NSAC in 2013 had nearly
16,000 participants nationwide. NUPS is proud to have one
of its students being awarded with Pro Scientia Gold Medal
for outstanding scientific performance.

Robot Warfare Researches

Robot Warfare Researches focus on up-to-date military
technology such as unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned
ground vehicles, robot technology, new weaponry and
weapon systems, and the tactics and procedures of 21st
century’s modern warfare. New trends of information
security and cyber warfare have also become part
of research. During 2013, NUPS held a Robot Warfare
Conference series where over 13 workshops and more
than 350 papers were presented.
Virtual Teaching Platform Innovation
NUPS offers training materials based on life events
for governmental client service. The training involves
3D virtual simulation environment, which connects
our world with virtual reality. Thus, students can test
their communication, problem solving skills, and their
knowledge via the augmented reality platform. This
massive online, game-based education opens the gates for
the 21st century methodological possibilities in both fields
of higher education and governmental client services.
Innovation in Critical Infrastructure
The aim of this research is to support innovation and to
consolidate resources needed to conduct international
research on critical infrastructure. More than 130
Hungarian and 33 foreign researchers are working to
establish a knowledge database on civil protection. This
database will provide a strong foundation for future
research and innovation on citizen security issues
like the fight against terrorism, prevention of natural
disasters, protection of human rights, and the prevention
of crime. During the timeframe of the project, 11 books, 130
scientific articles and 144 conference presentations have
already been published and 4 patents have been officially
registered.
New Approach of Anti-Corruption: Centre for Excellence
of Integrity
The international Day of Anti-Corruption – the 9th of
December 2013 – marked the establishment of the Centre
for Excellence in Integrity. The aim of this initiative was to
develop and organize training and research programmes
strengthening the culture of integrity, anti-corruption,
ethics, and public confidence in public service. As a training
hub for public service, NUPS developed and started the
first Integrity Manager postgraduate programme in
Hungary. The programme provides integrity manager
qualification that is required for specialists responsible
for anti-corruption and integrity in each public institution.
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NUPS has long-term agreements with
universities from all over the World, with
special focus on:
• traditional public policy thin tanks of EU 28
• countries of the Visegrad Group
• countries of the Western-Balkans
• countries of the Sub-Saharan Africa
• countries of the Middle East
• the People’s Republic of China
• the United States of America
• the Russian Federation

Erasmus+ partner countries
NUPS has an growing number of European partner
institutions. The university has inter-institutional
agreements with around 70 institutions currently,
the number of which is constantly increasing.
Since 2015 the Erasmus+ programme has been
expanded to non-European countries. NUPS
deepened its cooperation with former partners,
therefore Universities from Israel, Kazakhstan
China, Egypt and South-Africa were involved in the
programme as well.

Knowledge transfer for international public good.

International network
Quality-based policy in partnership management
NUPS is developing multidimensional international
relationships that support programme development,
student, academic and staff mobility as well as knowledge
transfer and research capacity development:
• Enhancing quality of education by exchanging
knowledge among partners
• Research oriented environment exploring the latest
advancement in contemporary public administration
science, security policy and law enforcement
• Gradually growing number of courses available in
English.
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Global activity & international networking
NUPS is a member of a variety of international
organisations.
•
•
•
•
•

AEPC – Association of European Police Colleges
EASOR/AERTE – European Association of State
Territorial Representatives
CECC – Central European Criminal Cooperation
CEPOL – European Union Agency for Law Enforcement
Training
DISPA – Directors of Institutes of Public Administration

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

EGPA – European Group of Public Administration
EIPA – European Institute of Public Administration
ESDC – European Security and Defence College
EUA – European University Association
FRONTEX – European Agency for the Management of
Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of
the Member States of the European Union
IAU – International Association of Universities
AIEIA/IASIA – Association Internationale des Écoles et
Instituts d’Administration / International Association

•
•
•
•

of Schools and Institutes of Administration
IIAS – International Institute of Administrational
Sciences
INTERPA – International Association of Police
Academies
NISPAcee – Network of Institutes and Schools of
Public Administration in Central and Eastern Europe
OECD Global Network of Schools of Governance
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Student’s life
Building communities for life.

There are a number of student organizations that
extend academic knowledge and offer recreational
activities. There are several self-motivated student
organizations that manage an active student life at
NUPS on and off campus.
Representing students’ interests
The Students’ Union helps our students represent their
interests and actively participates in the work of every
important decision-making body of NUPS. A similar
role is allocated to the Doctoral Students’ Union, as it
represents all PhD students of the university. These
organizations also offer a wide range of events for
students.
Talent management
There are several Special Student Communities at
NUPS which serve as groups of the socially sensitive
and well-informed intellectuals. These communities
can be found on all faculties of NUPS (Special Student
Community for Security Policy, Ostrakon Special
Student Community, Szent György Special Student
Community) and are open to students of stronger thirst
for knowledge.
International outreach
The Students’ Union of NUPS organises three journeys
throughout the academic year for students who like to
visit capitals of other countries. These programmes
are very popular with several buses rent for the trips
to Prague, Vienna and Warsaw. Once arrived in these
cities, participants can go on sightseeing tours visiting
museums and main historical and cultural attractions
and attend clubs and pubs at night.
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Traditional events
The first milestone of university life is the Freshman Camp
where hundreds of first year university students come
together and become acquainted with the university’s
traditions. The Fall Semester’s programmes include the
opening ceremony of the academic year, the Freshman
Ball, and the symbolical event of students’ inauguration.
Furthermore, each November is regarded as the month
of science which is celebrated with open lectures and
seminars, presentations of young researchers throughout
the country. In addition, NUPS regularly organises a ball
where students, lecturers and the administrative staff
can come together in a formal yet enjoyable environment.
The Spring Semester can also offer various colourful
programmes, such as the Faculty Days, which include
entertaining events and professional conferences as well.
The academic year is closed with a ceremonial farewell of
graduates who are awarded with the University Ring.

Student success at the European Universities Karate
Championship
Yves Martial Tadissi, student of the Faculty of Political
Sciences and Public Administration became European
Champion in the male kumite -67 category in 2014.
NUPS medals from Universiade
After the Olympic Games the Universiade is the second
most popular multi-sport event in the World. Two of
our students, Miklós Cirjenics and Gábor Csepregi won
bronze medal in Judo Men’s Team and in Rowing Men
Lightweight Single Sculls respectively in 2013.
World champion in military archery
Lieutenant Colonel Gábor Bánszki is the director of
the Military Physical Education and Sport Centre at
the Faculty of Military Sciences and Officer Training.
Besides his profession he is continuously training and
participating in European and world championships
in military archery. He is a World Champion and four
times European Champion.

Underwater swimmer World Cup winner
From 16 countries, 210 participants arrived to Eger,
where the 7th Fin-swimming World Cup was organised.
Dániel Kókai, student of the Faculty of Military Sciences
and Officer Training won gold medal as member of the
men’s 4x100m relay team.
Double victory in power-lifting
Dávid Csizmadia, student of the Faculty of Military
Sciences and Officer Training has managed to double.
With his performance he could reach the first place on
WPC World and GPC European Championship as well in
the category of Junior 75 kg.
World class fencing team
The historical Commandants’ Fencing Team
participated in the Hungarian Fencing Championship
2013 where they successfully competed with Hungarian
Olympic, World and European champions.

SPORTS AT NUPS
Champions League

Joint Public Service Exercises
In order to further enhance the co-operation between
the various branches of public service, NUPS has been
organising joint exercises for students of all faculties.
These events focus on different issues (imaginary
crisis situations) which need to be solved through the
teamwork of programme participants. Recent examples
for these events were exercise Wild Water and Bulwark
held in April 2013 and April 2014 respectively. These
exercises were realised with the participation of several
hundred students from all of NUPS’ faculties and have
demonstrated the importance and the prospects
of co-operation between and among future officers
of the Hungarian Defence Forces, law enforcement
members and officials at all levels of Hungarian public
administration.
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Ludovika Campus
Building the future on historical grounds.

Tradition and modernity
While the project is about the establishment of a new
and modern campus, it is also based upon tradition,
since originally the premises was home to the Royal
Hungarian Military Academy in the 19th century.
The overall territory of the campus is 263,429 m2
including green areas that add up to 172,058 m2.

In order to achieve these goals, the Government of
Hungary provided the necessary financial support: a
sum of 4,7 billion Forints (more than 15 million Euros)
was made available for the re-construction of one of
Central Europe’s most unique buildings where historical
past meets with the technology of the 21st century.

Niveau
Prize

The
Ludovika
main
building received the
Constructors’
Niveau
Prize in 2015.

Ludovika Project
The Ludovika Project enjoys high priority, as it offers
several additional advantages for Budapest, namely: a
growth in the size and number of green areas within the
city and additional cultural and leisure activities for its
citizens. In other words, a district that is reborn.

Central address
Address: Ludovika sqr. 2., H-1083 Budapest
Postal address: P.O. Box: 60., H-1441 Budapest
Phone: +36 (1) 432 9000
Ludovika Residence Hall
Subsequent to the main building of the Ludovika Campus,
the project’s result was the establishment of the Ludovika
Residence Hall which is a dormitory building capable
of hosting altogether 600 residents. The dormitory has
overall 167 rooms in which not only students but guest
lecturers and distinguished guests can be accommodated.
In addition to the rooms, the residence hall includes larger
spaces for community activities.

Queen
Ludovika

was the spouse of King Francis
I. emperor of Austria-Hungary.
Through her generous donation,
she was the main investor of
the Royal Hungarian Military
Academy’s construction.
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contact
International Relations Office
Address: Ludovika sqr. 2., H-1083 Budapest
Phone: +36 (1) 432 9000 / 29854
General issues: nups.international@uni-nke.hu
Mobility of students and staff: international.exchange@uni-nke.hu

NUPS on the Web:
Homepage: http://en.uni-nke.hu
NUPS in Social media:
LinkedIn: National University of Public Service
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uni.nke
Youtube: www.youtube.com/user/NkeUni
Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/uni-nke
Instagram: www.instagram.com/uni.nke
Twitter: www.twitter.com/uni_nke

